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I. INTRODUM ON and enhancement in LT GaAs FETs, is also has
important practical implications. One such implication

Significant advances in our understanding of the is the unexpected observation of proton- and neutron-
charge-collection processes of GaAs FETs, and their induced upsets in LT GaAs devices 141. SEUs from
role in single-event phenomena, have been achieved protons and neutrons are largely a consequence of
in recent years [1-1 11. The 1989 observation of charge nuclear reactions which can occur at any point along
collection in GaAs FETs in excess oi that deposited the initiating particle's trajectory, giving rise to
by the ion 1,21, coupled with the measurement of localized charge deposition that in many ways is
anomalously low SEU thresholds for GaAs circuits analogous to the idealized ion track segments utilized
[5], has sparked a renewed interest in the charge- here. The location of the nuclear reaction and the
collection processes of these devices. Recently, the trajectories of the resultant particles may have a
implementation of low-temperature grown (LT) GaAs significant influence on the charge-collection efficiency
buffer layers has been found to inhibit charge- and, consequently, the probability of SEU Ao
enhancement proc= in GaAs devices 9-1 1 ], leading relevant is the possibility of iteractions with heavy
to a significant reduction in their SEU susce0bility ions having large angles of incidence. In such events
( 121. The LT G&4,3 results, in particular, illustrate that the ionizing particle may miss the 'active' region of the
enhanced charge collection is a primary contributor to device entirely, but may still deposit significant charge
the poor SEU performance of non-LT GaAs FET- S G D
based Cs.

Despite the recent advances i our understanding A`
of the charge-collection processes in GaAs dvices, n+ P, n.
much remains to be undemood about the complex 1

Ion Track Segmentphysics of carria transport and enhancement in LT
GaAs devices, and their relationship to SEU. In this
paper we present two-dimensional computer simula-
tion results that interrogate the dependence of the
charge-collection and charge-enhancement phenom-
ena in LT GaAs MESFETs on the depth profile of the S[ GaAs

deposited carriers.
A primary advantage of computer simulation is the 2.2 p m

ability to perform (computer) experiments that are not Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the 0.8 ism pie length n-
experimentally accessible. At RADECS97 13) we channel LT GaAs MESFET modeled in this study showing
introduced the concept of 'ion-track sments` as a sebematic representation of an ion track segment.

useful tool ror investigating the complex physics of into the device substrate. Our initial study on ion track
carrier transport and collection in semiconductor segments suggests that such events am expected to have
devices. By varying the location of the injected carriers a significant effect on the SEU rate in non-LT GaAs
in ways that are difficult to reproduce experimentally, MESFETs 13]. The present study represents a First
different contributions to the charge-collection process- look at the possible role of such processes in LT GaAs
es can be emphasized, permitting more detailed FETs.

evaluation than is possible with conventional H. COMPUTER SPAMATION
(complete-track) siniWations. in our initial study of this Two dimensional computer simulations were
type on conventional GaAs MESFETs [I 3). the results performed on the transport properties on enhancement-
were particularly enlightening. mode n-channel MESFETs following interaction with

While this investigation is primarily concerned ionizing radiation utilizing the SLVACO code
with elucidating the mechanisms of charge collection
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ATLAS. A crow section of the device ude aalysis 'is
illustrated in fig. 1, together with an example of an ion . . . . . . . . . . . .

track sgment For the purposes of this study the ion 20 Non LT

track segments represent sme portion of a complete I 5
ion track, the lcation of winch Ls varied to interrogate
the eects of charge dposited at diffemt depths and 10 -
WmI dmensions in a dvice. The basic SFET i
model is patterned after die 0.8 Jim gate length. 5-
enhancement-mode devices fabricated by Vite= 9 I
Semiconductor, the radiation-indu-ed dynamics of 0 L. -

which have been investigated reccritly through both 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
experimental and simulation studies 3 6, The 0.5 �Lm 2.0 I I., .. , --- I .
thick LT CaAs buffer layer is located 03 pm bcneath I LT GaAS
the mu-face of the dvice and s bouded on top and 1.5 -
bottorn by wo A thick AiAs layers ok indicated in fig- 1.0 ----------- / --------------------

]). More details of the smulation code will e given in

the full paper.

Earlier cbarge-collection simulations of LT GaAs 0.5
FETs have modeled the LT buffer layer y assuming a 0.0
1 ps arrier recombination time 111. Recent experi- 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 ZO
mental results suggest� however, that the earner

lifIctime in the current technology is longer than the I ps Averap Separt Depth
previously assunved [15]. ContriWttons from both the Figure 2. Dnin chuW-conection effidency callevilmed a a

material growth and processing am expectedto ffiDa fimcdon of the sepoest depth fbr 02 pm ion track seg-
the carrier lifefi= in the LT buffer of &ricated

devices, butmore tudy in this area is required before ments for LT GaAs and conventional (am LT) MESFET.

any definitive conclusions can be made. In the present VD = 2.0 V; VD - 0.05 V.

investigaticni, to be more n accord %k9th the available long tack segments. As is evident, the charge collec-

experimental 'data, we utilize a career mcombinafton tion e is
faciency greatesi for chwge deposited in te

time of 3.5 ps ' the LT material. Simulations also have substrate of die demAce, and smallest for charge
been performed for I ps lifetime material; the deposited nar the surface. An analysis and detailed
qualitative trends are in agreement with those presented
here, however, the CCE is somewhat smaller for all discussion of the data that contributes to .the individual

segment depths. data points of fig. 2a is presented in [I 31.

The ion track is modeled as a 04 pni wide Given the current understanding of the charge

column of charge with 8 x 1018 carriers/cM3 at t = 0. collection processes in GaAs FETs, and particularly

For the results presented in this summary the ion track the significance of charge-enhancement phenomena,

is introduced at normal incidence to the surface in the this result is not especially surprising, However, it

region of the device between the gate and drain should be noted that the behavior observed is

el ectrodes. The ion track segments are introduced as 0-2 precisely the opposite of that predicted for conven-

4m long segments of the complete tck at varying tional charge-collection models, such as the

depths in the device. A schematic representation ofone rectangular-parallef-piped moddL Figure 2b shows the

such ion track segment is shown in fig- 1. Additional behavior of the ion track segments for the LT GaAs

simulations have been performed as a function of the device. Recall that the LT GaAs buffer extends from

lateral location of the tck segments, and also for 0.3 gm to 0.8 gm, and note that the CCE for the LT
complete ion tracks at large angles of incidence,

Results ofthase studies will be presented in full paper. GaAs device is roughly an order of magnitude smaller

than that of the non-LT device. hese data illustrate

M. SIMULATION RESULTS that charge collection is minimized for carriers

Ion track segments can be a useful toot in deposited directly in the LT buffer (as expected), and

investigating the mechanisms of charge collection in that the CCE curve exhibits a maximum for charge

GaAs FETs and other devices. Figure 2a illustrates the deposited near the surface of the device. The surpris-

dependence of the charge-collection efficiency on the ing aspect of the data of fig. 2b is the resurgence of

depth of the deposited charge segment. In this figure the CCE curve for charge deposition below the LT

the depths noted are the average depths for the 0.2 gm GaAs layer: the CCE exhibits its maximum value for
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Figure 3 Drain current transiats calculated as a function of

the average sepment depth for 02 pm ion trac son

corresponding to the data of fig. 2b. VD= 20 V;

V = .05 V. as

carrier deposition below 12 ptal The origin of this
unexpected result is revealed by investigating the 1.0
dynamics of the charge-collection process, which are
illustrated in fig. 3 1.5

'Me data of fig. 3 illustrate the evolution in the

shape of the charge-collection transients as the depth 2-0
of carrier deposition is varied. For a charge track 00 as 1.0 1.5 2-0

segment located in the top 02 m of the device there agarim wn

is a rapid, intense burst of collected charge that Figure 4 Electron density contour plots for three different

quickly decays to zero. This initial brst f collected track segments 30 ps after the ionizing event. The solid

charge is associated primarily with the direct horizontal lines indicate the boundaries of the LT GaAs

collection of the deposited carriers (although there is buffer layer.

some charge enhancement as well). For progressively depths 30 ps after the ionizing evenL For this time

deeper carrier deposition te "prompt" contribution step the "prompt' collection of deposited charge is

becomes less significant, the signal peak is delayed in effectively complete (cf., fig. 3a) and, for the track

time, and the signal decay becomes progressively segments centered at 0 I m and 0.5 im, the residual

slower. It is evident from these data that, although the current apliwde is associated with a small bipolar-

charge-collection efficiencies for carrier deposition like" charge-enhancement process. For the 1. gm

above and below the LT buffer are of similar deposition, however, significant current associated

magnit.ide (cf, fig 2b), the mechanisms of charge with this "bipolar-like' process is evident. This

collection in the two cases are decidedly different. example suggests that charge deposition elow the LT

Detailed insight into this result is obtained buffer layer is more efficient in initiating the bipolar-

i1irough investigation of the temporal evolution of the like gain process. Investigation of the corresponding

carrier densities and potentials in the device for the potential contour diagrams reveals the the deeper

different ion track segments. Space cnstraints, deposition has a more significant effect on the fields

however, do not permit presentation of more than a in the device, giving rise to more significant and

single example in this summary. Figure 4 shows the persistent barrier lowering at the source/substrate

electron density contours and corresponding current junction. A more detailed discussion of these issues

vectors for ion track segments of three different will be presented in the full paper.
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